Join our WOLF Waves of Change Crew Today!

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
305.296.9694 * SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com * www.WOLFWavesOfChange.org * www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Schooner WOLF
Waves of Change
HUMANITARIAN, & CULTURAL EXCHANGE
VOYAGE FUND

WOLF Waves of Change 2015, 2016, 2017 & 2018 Sailing Itinerary

Day Sails & Sunset Cruises ☆ Overnight Voyages & Sail Training ☆ Internships at Sea

WOLF serves as Flagship of the Conch Republic and Florida Keys, as well as Flagship of the WHALE Center’s Waves of Change Navy.

With the support of WHALE Center, the International Oceans Institute (IOI) and the Nachito Herrera Foundation NHF) WOLF is setting sail on a new course and invites you to join the adventure!

   Inaugural Voyage to Havana, CUBA is DEC 2-10, 2015

☆ NHF CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICAN HUMANITARIAN & CULTURAL EXCHANGE VOYAGES
   Inaugural Voyage JAN 2018 thru FEB 2019

☆ CONCH REPUBLIC CUP & KEY WEST CUBA RACE WEEK (JAN 27-FEB 6, 2016)

☆ HAVANA TALL SHIP CHALLENGE – KEY WEST to CUBA (APRIL 2016)

☆ CONCH REPUBLIC GREAT SEA BATTLE IN KEY WEST HARBOUR (APRIL 29, 2016)

☆ INTERNSHIPS AT SEA with PATEL COLLEGE OF GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY (dates TBA)

☆ BEAUFORT, NC SUMMER AMBASSADOR VOYAGE PIRATE INVASION (JUNE thru AUG 2016 & 2017)

Changing Lives through the Healing Qualities of MUSIC, ART & SAIL!

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
305.296.9694 ☆ SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com ☆ www.WOLFWavesOfChange.org ☆ www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Help preserve the 74’ Topsail Schooner WOLF and support our efforts to change lives through the healing qualities of MUSIC, ART & SAIL!

WOLF is preparing for her upcoming Inaugural NHF Cuba Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyage, which departs DEC 2, 2015 from Safe Harbour Marina, in the Florida Keys.

WOLF’s Master, Finbar Gittelman (Pres, Key West Packet Lines, Inc., WOLF owner) just returned from six months at sea and is excited to be back in Key West working on his favorite ship.

Major preparations are underway and historic ships like WOLF require a lot of money & ongoing maintenance to keep them seaworthy!

We are fortunate to have a dedicated WOLF Crew and thank the many who have donated their time and talents over the years.

Several new WOLF sails are on order, decks are being rust-busted & painted, the hull is being sanded & varnished and other major refurbishing is taking place topsides and down below.

Even the engine room & bilges are happy!

WOLF’s hull integrity & rigging are in excellent shape and passed its 2014 USCG haul out inspection with flying colors. Next hull inspection is fall 2016 (when masts will need to be taken out for inspection.)

Having depleted their personal resources, Finbar and Julie are asking for your support to help preserve this piece of Key West Maritime History!

WOLF Waves of Change Voyage Support Fund will provide monies to do repair and renovations aboard the ship…and ready the ship for her exciting upcoming voyages!

All contributions are tax deductible and donations can be made directly to WHALE Center’s WOLF Waves of Change VOYAGE FUND.

PLEDGE YOUR SUPPORT TODAY!

WOLF
Waves of Change
Voyage Support Fund

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
305.296.9694  *  SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com  *  www.WOLFwavesOfChange.org  *  www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Schooner WOLF Waves of Change
Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyage Support Fund
2015 CROWD FUNDING PLEDGES

$15,000 PLANK HOLDER Sponsor Pledge
★ FREE 2 hour CHARTER (30 guests) at scheduled FOREIGN or US WOLF Port of Call (2016 or 2017)
★ 10 Voyage T-shirts, Caps, Bandanas + other perks including WOLF Artwork, DVDs & CDs

$3,500 VOYAGER Sponsor Pledge
★ Passage for 4 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or other US Port of Call
★ 30% OFF CHARTER (30 guests) at scheduled WOLF Port of Call in Florida or Beaufort, NC (2016 or 2017)
★ 8 Voyage T-shirts, Caps, Bandanas + other perks including WOLF Artwork, DVDs & CDs

$1,000 SEAFARER Sponsor Pledge
★ Passage for 2 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or other US Port of Call
★ 15% OFF WOLF CHARTER (30 guests) at scheduled WOLF Port of Call in Florida or Beaufort, NC
★ 4 Voyage T-shirts, Bandanas, Caps + other perks including WOLF Artwork

$500 MARINER Sponsor Pledge
★ Passage for 2 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or other US Port of Call
★ 10% OFF WOLF CHARTER (30 guests) at scheduled WOLF Port of Call (2016 or 2017)
★ 4 Voyage T-shirts, Bandanas, Caps + other perks

$250 SAILOR Sponsor Pledge
★ Passage for 2 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or other US Port of Call
★ 2 Voyage T-shirts & Bandanas, WOLF print (by Mally Weaver) and WOLF Postcard

$100 SEAMAN Sponsor Pledge
★ Passage for 1 guest on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or other US Port of Call
★ 1 Voyage T-shirt, Bandana & WOLF Postcard

$35 WATERMAN Sponsor Pledge
★ 1 Voyage Bandana & WOLF Postcard
Schooner WOLF  
**Waves of Change Voyages**

Private Charters  
- Weddings at Sea  
- VIP Specialty Sails  
- Day Sails  
- Sunset Cruises  
- Dockside Receptions

Sail Training  
- Team Building Sails  
- Parades of Sail  
- Pirate Sails  
- Tall Ship Sea Battles

**WOLF SAILING ITINERARY**

**2015**
KEY WEST, FLORIDA  
HAVANA, CUBA

**2016**
KEY WEST, NAPLES, FORT MYERS BEACH, SARASOTA, ANNA MAIRA ISLAND & ST. PETE FLORIDA  
HAVANA, VARADARA & SANTIAGO, CUBA  
BEAUFORT, NORTH CAROLINA

**2017**
KEY WEST, NAPLES, FORT MYERS BEACH, SARASOTA, ANNA MAIRA ISLAND & ST. PETE FLORIDA  
HAVANA, VARADARA & SANTIAGO, CUBA  
BEAUFORT, NORTH CAROLINA  
PORT ANTONIO, JAMAICA and HAITI

2018 (and 2019 if funding allows)
PANAMA  
COSTA RICA  
COLUMBIA  
NICARAGUA

**WOLF PRIVATE CHARTER SPONSORSHIPS** (2 Hours)

$3,500+  
**KEY WEST, FLORIDA**  
Departing from Safe Harbour Marina on Stock Island, Key West

$4,000+  
**FLORIDA PORTS of CALL & BEAUFORT, NC**

$6,000+  
**CUBA, BAHAMAS & JAMAICA** and other FOREIGN PORTS OF CALL*

Charter Sponsorships are made directly to the Waves of Change Schooner WOLF Voyage Fund and are tax deductible.

---

**SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION**

305.296.9694  
SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com  
www.WOLFWavesOfChange.org  
www.SchoonerWOLF.com  
www.BlueCommunity.info  
www.Trunity.net/WHALE  
www.NachitoHerrera.com
WOLF is a classic 74’ gaff rigged topsail schooner built in 1982-1983 in Panama City, FL by Master builder Willis Ray & ADM Finbar Gittelman, 1st Sea Lord of the Conch Republic (WOLF’s Master.). Designed by Merit Walter, WOLF is a Norfolk Rover class steel hull schooner patterned after the blockade runners which plied the waters of the Florida Straits and Atlantic Ocean in the 19th Century. Designated the Flagship of the Conch Republic and the Florida Keys, WOLF is proud to also serve as Flagship of the Waves of Change Navy and Blue Communities Initiative.

WOLF is a Key West icon and has been featured in numerous publications, films and documentaries and continues to garner the attention of producers around the world. Future Waves of Change Voyages will be captured by documentarians and photo journalists sailing aboard WOLF.

WOLF partnered with the Nachito Herrera Foundation to provide ongoing NHF Cuba Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyages and the Inaugural sail departs Key West on Dec 2.

Future voyages are planned through 2017 and will bring donated musical instruments & art supplies for island music & art academies. A Central & South American Voyage planned for 2018 & 2019.


In 1998, WOLF transported members of the Interfaith Pilgrimage of the Middle Passage to Cuba on their journey of retracing that ancient route of slavery.

WOLF has attended numerous seaport festivals and special events in the Caribbean, the Gulf of Mexico and East Coast (from Key West to Bristol, RI.) The 2012 Summer East Coast Ambassador Voyage included visits to Beaufort, NC, New Bern & River Dunes, NC; Baltimore, & Eastport, MD; Portsmouth & Smithfield, VA; New London & Groton, CT; Cape May, NJ; Bristol, RI and other historic ports of call.

Over the years, WOLF has also traveled pirate festival and island festivals in Green Turtle Cay, Bahamas (2006 & 2007); Cayman Islands (2000 & 2003); Port Antonio, Port Royal, Ochos Rios & Montego Bay, Jamaica (2002) and Mobile, AL (2003.)
SCHOONER WOLF & THE WAVES OF CHANGE NAVY

Named Flagship of the WHALE CENTER’s Waves of Change Campaign & Blue Community Initiative in 2006, WOLF is now preparing to set sail on a series of adventures.

WOLF crew, sponsors and volunteers will take to the sea DEC 2015 on the Inaugural NHF Cuba Voyage. Plans are underway for a series of NHF Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyages that will continue to bring donated musical instruments and art supplies to Cuba through 2017.

WHALE CENTER WAVES OF CHANGE NAVY & BLUE COMMUNITY INITIATIVE
Blue Community Initiative is a joint initiative of the Utah based 501 (c) 3) WHALE Center and IOI (International Oceans Institute) headquartered in St. Pete, Florida.

Designed to create strategies for the Caribbean Region and Gulf Coast states, focusing on Sustainability, Disaster Reduction, and Economic Development, Wave of Change Campaign & Blue Community Initiative is a collaborative program with The Friends of the United Nations.

Flagship of the Conch Republic and Florida Keys, WOLF also serves as Flagship of the Waves of Change, and we thank them for their continued support!!

WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE FUND
In 2015 WHALE Center established this fund to support WOLF. Donations over $100 are tax deductible.

Schooner WOLF Waves of Change Voyages are tax deductible and donations can be made directly to the WHALE Center WOLF Waves of Change Voyage Fund.

Help Us Change Lives through the Healing Qualities of MUSIC, ART & SAIL!!
SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION

305.296.9694  *  SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com  *  www.WOLFWavesOfChange.org  *  www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Nachito Herrera Foundation  
Waves of Change  
NHF CUBA & CARIBBEAN  
Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyages  
Aboard the 74’ Schooner WOLF

*Changing Lives through the Healing Qualities of MUSIC, ART & SAIL!*
- Master Classes
- Music & Art Play Shops
- WOLF Sails & Dockside Receptions
- Instrument Donations

DEC 2 Schooner WOLF sets sail to CUBA on the Inaugural NHF CUBA Humanitarian & Cultural Voyage.

A collaborative program of the NHF, WHALE Center & International Oceans Institute, WOLF will sail with a cargo of donated musical instruments & art supplies, including 4 concert harps.

Cargo Sponsors and Cultural Exchange Scholarships are sought to fund future voyages.

WOLF NHF CUBA Voyages are designed to provide cultural exchange opportunities for volunteers who are willing to donate their time & talents…for a one in a life time opportunity!

**CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICAN Cultural Exchange Opportunities (2018 & 2019)**
This extended voyage will take WOLF & her crew to Central & South America, and includes two transits of the Panama Cana. Port visits include Golfito, Los Suenos & Papagao, Costa Rica; Cartagena & San Andreas, Columbia; Bocas del Torro, Panama & other historic ports in the Caribbean.

**VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES**
- Artists, Musicians, Historians, Scientists, Journalists & Documentarians
- Educators, Art, Music, Massage & Energy Therapists & Yoga Instructors
- Marketing Professionals, Grant Writers, Event Organizers & Fundraisers
- Sailors of all skill levels
- Carpenters, Shipwrights, Engineers & Maintenance Crew

Join WOLF’s seasoned & professional crew as WOLF Volunteer Deckhands… and sail with the ship from Key West to Havana, Cuba and other exotic foreign and US ports of call!

Open to all who wish to learn the nuances of tall ship sailing…including line handling, raising sails, navigation skills and time at the helm.

WOLF Waves of Change Voyage Volunteers are asked to donate their time and talents in exchange for these life changing sails.

*WOLF Waves of Change Sponsorships and Volunteer Opportunities Available. Call Today!*

---

WHALE  
Nachito Herrera Foundation

**SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION**
305.296.9694  SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com  www.WOLFwavesOfChange.org  www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Nachito Herrera Foundation (NHF)

NACHITO HERRERA FOUNDATION (NHF)
The Nachito Herrera Foundation (NHF) was created to enhance & increase the cultural exchange of musicians and musical genres between Latin America and the United States.

NHF acts as an agent of change that bridges the differences between peoples & cultures through music, and was formed in the State of Minnesota, and in 2014, IRS approved its 501 (c) status.

Having thorough experience & understanding of the Cuban system, NHF is uniquely qualified to interact with organizations and government officials in Cuba. Founded by Aurora Gonzalez Herrera & Nachito Herrera, one of the NHF’s first projects was to bring 70 members of the Cuban Symphony Orchestra to the United States in 2012 for a three month tour.

NHF brought the Minnesota Youth Symphony to Cuba several years ago and is planning a return visit in summer 2016.

Working in collaboration with the Dakota Jazz Foundation, Dakota Jazz Club and Restaurant and other organizations, the NHF offers on going music education programs and performances for children and adults around the world.

NACHITO HERRERA...Hot Cuban Classic Piano & Latin Jazz
Ignacio "Nachito" Herrera stunned Cuban audiences at the age of twelve in performing "Rachmaninoff’s Concerto No. 2" with the Havana Symphony Orchestra. In the late 1990’s, Nachito joined the famed Cuban Orquestra "Cubanismo" as its pianist, musical director & arranger and traveled the world performing at many of the world’s finest concert halls; and prestigious festivals in Europe, Far East, Canada, Central & South America and the USA.

"Explosive. Crowd Pleasing. Rhythmically intense. Romantic. Dynamic. Jaw-droppingly good" is how the Minneapolis Star-Tribune described his musicianship & creativity, a talent which, according to jazz critic & Playboy Guide to Jazz author Neil Tesser, "...vaults him into the upper echelon - a trinity comprising Chucho Valdes, Gonzalo Rubalcaba & now Nachito".

After leaving The Afro Cuban All Stars in 2009, Nachito now tours with The Universals... and other musicians of his own choosing and recently performed at the UN Reception hosted by the Cuban Embassy for Raul Castro in New York City.

Upon his return from the DEC 2 Inaugural NHF Cuba Waves of Change Humanitarian Voyage to Havana aboard WOLF, Nachito will play at the Cuban Embassy in Washington DEC 16.

Now residing in Minnesota, Nachito is a recipient of the prestigious 2014 Immigrant of Distinction Award, 2012 AILI Minnesota/Dakota Chapter American Heritage Awards, as well as Grammys & Emmys.

For more info: NHF president, Aurora Gonzalez Herrera at Piano@NachitoHerrera.com.

Schooner WOLF Waves of Change NHF Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyages....
Changing Lives through the Healing Qualities of MUSIC, ART & SAIL!

Pledge Your Donation Today!

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
305.296.9694  *  SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com  *  www.WOLF WAVesOfChange.org  *  www.SchoonerWOLF.com
2016 & 2017 SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE

NHF CUBA & CARIBBEAN VOYAGE SPONSORSHIPS

HAVANA, SANTIAGO & VALADERO, CUBA ★ KEY WEST, FORT MYERS, NAPLES, ST. PETE, SARASOTA, ANNA MARIA ISLAND, FL

$100,000 TITLE Sponsorship of ONE Voyage (1 sponsorship per voyage)
★ SIX 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTERS (30 guests) at scheduled FOREIGN or FLORIDA Port (2016 or 2017)
★ Passage for 20 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call

$50,000 PRESENTING Sponsorship ONE Voyage (2 sponsorships per voyage)
★ THREE 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTERS (30 guests) at scheduled FOREIGN or FLORIDA Port of Call (2016 or 2017)
★ Passage for 10 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call

$15,000 PATRON CULTURAL EXCHANGE SCHOLARSHIPS
★ TWO 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTERS (30 guests) at scheduled FOREIGN or FLORIDA Port (2016 or 2017)
★ Passage for 6 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call

$7,500 CULTURAL EXCHANGE SCHOLARSHIP for Musicians/Artists/Educators
★ ONE 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTER (30 guests) at any scheduled US Port of Call
OR 50% discount off Private Charter in FOREIGN Port of Call (2016 or 2017)
★ Passage for 4 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call

$5,000 PATRON CARGO Sponsorship for Musical Instruments & Art Supplies
★ Passage for 2 guests on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call
★ 50% discount off Private Charter in FOREIGN Port of Call (2016 or 2017)

$1,000 CARGO Sponsorship for Musical Instruments & Art Supplies
★ Passage for FOUR on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call

$500 SUPPORTING Sponsorship
★ Passage TWO on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in FLORIDA or FOREIGN Port of Call

★ VOYAGE Sponsorships also include Voyage T-shirts, Artwork, DVDs & CDs
★ TITLE & PRESENTING VOYAGE Sponsorships customized to provide maximum exposure

2018 NHF WOLF CENTRAL SOUTH AMERICA and CARIBBEAN VOYAGE SPONSORSHIPS
COSTA RICA ★ PANAMA ★ COLUMBIA ★ NICARAGUA ★ BELIZE ★ CAYMAN ISLANDS ★ JAMAICA ★ HAITI

**Sponsorships received by NOV 23th will also support of DEC 2015 NHF Inaugural Voyage!

Changing lives through the Healing Qualities of MUSIC, ART & SAIL!
Make YOUR Donation Today!

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
305.296.9694 ★ SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com ★ www.WOLFWavesOfChange.org ★ www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Schooner WOLF Waves of Change CUBA
NHF Humanitarian & Cultural Exchange Voyage
Key West Bon-Voyage Festivities & Havana, Cuba Events & Activities

FRI, SAT & SUN, NOV 27, 28 & 29
4-6pm              Schooner WOLF Tall Ship Sunset Cruises (ship departs Safe Harbour Marina)
                    COST: $50 per person. BYOB (ice and coolers provided.) Crew tip not included!

MON, NOV 30
6:30-9pm              EL MESON DE PEPE Caribbean Roast Pork Feast, Dance & Silent Auction
                    NHF Schooner WOLF Waves of Change CUBA Voyage Bon Voyage Party
                    COST: $25 per person ($5 off for all Conch Republic & US Military and those dressed in pirate garb!)

WED, DEC 2
4pm                   WOLF departs Key West for Marina Hemingway, Havana, Cuba

THURS, DEC 3
4pm                  WOLF arrives at Marina Hemingway, Havana, Cuba
                    Evening         Dinner at Marina, Hemingway Yacht Club (or in Old Town Havana)

FRI, DEC 4
All Day                Distribution of musical instruments
                    *Assigned to Minister of Culture for distribution to ISA for distribution to the Instituto de la Superior Art in Havana
                    Meet with Ministry of Culture representative to discuss future voyage plans and ideas
                    Evening         Dinner (location TBD)

SAT, DEC 5
All Day                FREE Time to explore Old Town Havana (Art Galleries, Studios, Film Fest activities)
                    Morning        Hemingway’s Havana Walking Tour, led by WOLF Crew, Capt. Kevin ‘Foggy’ Foley
                    4pm            Schooner WOLF NHF VIP Waves of Change Sunset Cruise

SUN, DEC 6
All Day                Explore Havana on your own visit Sidewalk Arts at El Malecon
                    4-6pm          Schooner WOLF VIP Sunset Sail and/or Dockside Reception/Jam Session
                    Evening        Dinner (location TBA)

MON, DEC 7
1-4pm                  NHF Outreach Cultural Exchange Programs
                    * Master Classes with Nachito Herrera & Andre Stephani
                    * Presentation --The Art of Creativity with Nancy Stephani
                    Evening        Dinner at Castro Bull

TUES, DEC 8
All Day                Planning meetings & Site Visits for future NHF WOLF Waves of Change Voyages with
                    Havana Tur and other Cuban contacts (lunch at Old Town/China Town Paladar)
                    Evening        Santeria Ceremony (location TBA) ** Tentative…DEPENDS ON COST

WED, DEC 9
1-4pm                  NHF Outreach Cultural Exchange Programs
                    * Master Classes with Nachito Herrera & Andre Stephani
                    * Presentation --The Art of Creativity with Nancy Stephani
                    6-7pm          Dinner in Old Town Havana (location TBA)
                    9:30pm        Show at the Tropicana Hotel in Old Town Havana (tentative….depends on cost)

THURS, 12/10
3pm                   WOLF departs Marina Hemingway for Key West

FRI, 12/11
NOON                 WOLF arrives at Safe Harbour Marina

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
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2016 Key West Cuba Race Week

KEY WEST, FLORIDA
JAN 26-28 & FEB 6 & 7

VARADARO, CUBA
JAN 29, 30 & 31

HAVANA, CUBA
FEB 1, 2, 3 & 4

2016 Conch Republic Cup ... the Sprint to Havana!

WOLF Waves of Change
SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE!

Join our WOLF Sponsor Crew Today!!
74’ Topsail Schooner WOLF

2016 CONCH REPUBLIC CUP ... KEY WEST CUBA RACE WEEK

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

WED, JAN 27
11am-3pm WOLF Basics Training Sail (12 spaces open to the public at $295 +/- per person
4-6pm WOLF VIP Sunset Sail in Key West Harbor
6pm Key West Welcome Reception (location TBD)

THURS, JAN 28
5pm WOLF Departs KW to Varadero, Cuba
Overnight WOLF at Sea

FRI, JAN 29
Arrival in Varadero, Cuba (marina TBD)
CRC 1st Race Leg Awards and Party (location TBD)

SAT, JAN, 30
WOLF Waves of Change VIP Afternoon or Sunset Cruise (or Private Charter)

SUN, JAN 31
Varadero Buoy Race – Schooner WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail
*WOLF will be Spectator VIP Boat if race course not suitable for schooners
Varadero Buoy Race Awards and Party (location TBD)

MON, FEB 1
Depart Varadero to Havana, Cuba
Arrive in Marina Hemingway

TUES, FEB 2
WOLF Waves of Change VIP Afternoon or Sunset Cruise (or Private Charter)

WED, FEB 3
Havana Sail Race (sails past the Malecón) – Schooner WOLF VIP Sail
CRC 2nd Leg Awards and Party at Marina Hemingway

THURS, FEB 4
WOLF Waves of Change VIP Afternoon or Sunset Cruise (or Private Charter)

FRI, FEB 5
Depart Havana to KW
WOLF at Sea

SAT, FEB 6
NOON Arrival in KW
Evening CRC 3rd Leg & Final Awards and Closing Party (location TBD)

Schooner WOLF Sponsorships Available!! Call today.
2016 Key West Cuba Race Week

KEY WEST, FLORIDA
JAN 26-28 & FEB 6 & 7

VARADARO, CUBA
JAN 29, 30 & 31

HAVANA, CUBA
FEB 1, 2, 3 & 4

Conch Republic Cup ... the Sprint to Havana!

WOLF SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Join our Swashbuckling Schooner WOLF Waves of Change Sponsorship Crew!

$25,000 ADMIRAL PRESENTING SPONSORSHIP (2 available)

☆ TWO 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTERS (up to 30 guests) during Key West Cuba Race Week or at other WOLF scheduled FOREIGN and/or FLORIDA Ports of Call (valid in 2015 or 2016)
☆ YOUR banner (2’x8’) prominently displayed on WOLF stern at ALL THREE KWRW/CRC Ports of Call
☆ YOUR logo on Schooner WOLF Waves of Change KWRC/CRC T-shirt; and on all WOLF Waves of Change Voyage marketing & collateral materials and presence on websites and 20 WOLF T-Shirts
☆ YOUR Name displayed on Schooner WOLF Waves of Change Plank Holders Plaque in ships main salon

$10,000 COMMODORE SUPPORTING SPONSORSHIP (3 available)

☆ ONE 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTER (up to 30 guests) during Key West Cuba Race Week or at other WOLF scheduled FOREIGN or FLORIDA Port of Call (valid in 2015 or 2016)
☆ YOUR banner (2’x8’) prominently displayed on WOLF stern rail at ONE CRC Port of Call
☆ YOUR logo on Schooner WOLF Waves of Change KWRC/CRC T-shirt; and on all WOLF Waves of Change Voyage marketing & collateral materials; presence on websites and 10 WOLF T-shirts

$5,000 CAPTAIN SUPPORTING SPONSORSHIP (4 available)

☆ ONE 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTER (up to 30 guests) aboard Schooner WOLF in Key West or other WOLF FLORIDA Port of Call (valid 2016 or 2017 and includes Key West Race Week and Key West Cuba Race Week)
☆ YOUR banner (2’x8’) prominently displayed on WOLF stern rail on YOUR WOLF Private Charter
☆ YOUR name mentioned on Schooner WOLF Waves of Change KWRC/CRC Voyage marketing & collateral materials; and presence on several websites and 8 WOLF T-shirts

$1,000 LIEUTENANT SPONSORSHIP (10 available)

☆ Passage for FOUR on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in Key West or other US or FOREIGN port of call
☆ YOUR name mentioned on Schooner WOLF Waves of Change KWRC/CRC Voyage marketing & collateral materials; and presence on several websites and 2 WOLF T-shirts

$500 ENSIGN SPONSORSHIP (20 available)

☆ Passage for TWO on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in Key West or other US Port of Call
☆ YOUR name mentioned on Schooner WOLF Waves of Change KWRC/CRC Voyage marketing & collateral materials

Sponsorships will be customized to create maximum exposure to sponsors and will also support 2016 WOLF Waves of Change NHF Humanitarian Voyages to Cuba.

PLEDGE YOUR SPONSORSHIP TODAY!

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION

305.296.9694 ＊ SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com ＊ www.WOLFWavesOfChange.org ＊ www.SchoonerWOLF.com
CONCH REPUBLIC…A State of Mind!
The Conch Republic (also known as Key West and the Florida Keys) like many nations, was born from trouble. The trouble started back in the dark days of March 1982, when the U.S. Federal Government placed a Border Patrol Roadblock at the Last Chance Saloon in Florida City.

On April 23rd, the Conch Republic flag was raised over city hall and the Schooner Western Union, under command of Captain John Kraus, went forth into the harbor and attacked the US Coast Guard Cutter DILIGENCE with water balloons, Conch fritters and stale Cuban bread.

The DILIGENCE fought back with fire hoses and thus commenced the Great Battle of the Conch Republic. Prime Minister Wardlow surrendered & demanded foreign aid from the United States (which we are still waiting for!) The road block was quietly removed and the glorious Conch Republic was born.

CONCH REPUBLIC NAVY & THE GREAT BATTLE OF THE CONCH REPUBLIC

Upon the passing of Admiral Harvey in 2005, Finbar was promoted to Admiral and First Sea Lord and today commands the world’s last all privateer, mainly sail propelled navy.

Each April Conch Republic Military Forces gather for the Island’s annual Re-enactment of the Great Battle of the Conch Republic. Schooner WOLF plays center stage for this festive battle on both land and at sea and is joined in battle by other members of the Conch Republic Navy, Army, Air Force, CIA as they battle the USCG Cutter designated to represent the DILIGENCE.

Featured on the Discovery Channel and the Travel Channel, citizens of the Conch Republic don their battle gear for this exciting adventure at sea that pits Tall Ships against Coast Guard Cutters for the biggest & baddest sea battle held annually anywhere in the world!
Schooner WOLF Waves of Change
BEAUFORT, NC SUMMER AMBASSADOR VOYAGES
Day Sails, Sunset Cruises & Dockside Receptions
JUNE, JULY and AUGUST, 2016 & 2017

Schooner WOLF PIRATE INVASION SAILS
Day Sails, Sunset Cruises & Dockside Receptions
AUG 12 & 13, 2016 • AUG 11 & 12, 2016

SCHOONER WOLF WAVES OF CHANGE VOYAGE SPONSORSHIP & BOOKING INFORMATION
305.296.9694 • SailAway@SchoonerWOLF.com • www.WOLFwavesOfChange.org • www.SchoonerWOLF.com
Schooner WOLF Waves of Change

BEAUFORT, NC SUMMER AMBASSADOR 2016 & 2017 VOYAGES

Day Sails, Sunset Cruises & Dockside Receptions

JUNE, JULY and AUGUST, 2016 & 2017

WOLF BEAUFORT, NC SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Join our Swashbuckling Schooner WOLF Waves of Change Sponsorship Crew!

$25,000  2016 or 2017 VOYAGE PRESENTING SPONSORSHIP (2 available each voyage)
★ TWO 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTERS (up to 30 guests) during WOLF’s Beaufort, NC Summer Ambassador Voyage
★ YOUR banner (2’x8’) prominently displayed on WOLF stern during time in Beaufort, NC
★ YOUR LOGO on WOLF Waves of Change BEAUFORT, NC Ambassador Voyage marketing & collateral materials;
  presence on several websites; and 10 WOLF T-shirts

$10,000  2016 or 2017 VOYAGE SUPPORTING SPONSORSHIP (3 available for each voyage)
★ ONE 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTER (up to 30 guests) during WOLF’s Beaufort, NC Summer Ambassador Voyage
★ YOUR banner (2’x8’) prominently displayed on WOLF stern rail for ONE month in Beaufort, NC (June or July or Aug)
★ YOUR LOGO on WOLF Waves of Change BEAUFORT, NC Ambassador Voyage marketing & collateral materials;
  presence on several websites; and 6 WOLF T-shirts

$5,000  2016 or 2017 AMBASSADOR SPONSORSHIP (4 available each voyage)
★ 50% OFF 2 hour WOLF PRIVATE CHARTER (up to 30 guests) during WOLF’s Beaufort, NC Summer Ambassador Voyage
★ YOUR banner (2’x8’) prominently displayed on WOLF stern on YOUR WOLF Private Charter
★ YOUR name mentioned on WOLF Waves of Change BEAUFORT, NC Ambassador Voyage marketing & collateral materials;
  presence on several websites; and 8 WOLF T-shirts

$1,000  2016 or 2017 PATRON SPONSORSHIP (10 available each voyage)
★ Passage for FOUR on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail during WOLF’s Beaufort, NC Summer Ambassador Voyage
★ YOUR name mentioned on WOLF Waves of Change BEAUFORT, NC Ambassador Voyage marketing & collateral materials.
  presence on several websites; and 4 WOLF T-shirts

$500  2016 or 2017 SUPPORTING SPONSORSHIP (20 available each voyage)
★ Passage for TWO on WOLF Waves of Change VIP Sail in Key West or other US Port of Call
★ YOUR name mentioned on WOLF Waves of Change BEAUFORT, NC Ambassador Voyage marketing & collateral materials;
  presence on several websites; and 4 WOLF T-shirts

Sponsorships will be customized to create maximum exposure to sponsors!

PLEDGE YOUR SPONSORSHIP TODAY!